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Stefanek, John, B.A., Spring 2021        History 
Chapter 1: The Radicalism of Rebecca Felton: Reforming Southern Masculinity 
Chairperson: Michael Mayer 
In 1897, Rebecca Latimer Felton spoke to the Georgia Agricultural Society. Felton, a 
native Georgian who would later become the first female U.S. senator, gained prominence in the 
U.S. South as a politician, suffragist, and white supremacist. Her speech, “Woman on the Farm,” 
discussed the economic struggles of southern farmers. Felton’s speech also addressed a variety of 
controversial issues including agricultural economics on the farm, prison reform, and 
temperance. From the 1870s until her death in 1930, Felton used these specific issues to attack 
what she saw was the greatest threat to southern white women: southern white men.  
In this speech and in her other published writings and public appearances, Felton 
primarily targeted the failure of white southern men and the Democratic Party. She further 
believed that these issues were linked to the physical violence towards white women brought on 
by white men. These issues would become the most important in her goal of reforming southern 
masculinity and to empower white women socially and politically while protecting white women 
from the violence of men.  
Historians have not adequately understood Felton’s radical feminism on the issues of 
agricultural economics, prison reform, temperance, and the overarching theme of violence that 
connected them. To better illustrate these issues, this research is a case study of these issues in 
connection to threat of violence towards women. A case study of how Felton’s increasingly 
radical calls for southern masculinity reform adds a new lens to not only examine Felton but also 
on the issues of agricultural economics, prison reform, temperance, and violence towards women 
at the time. Past scholars have recognized that the issue of farm women played an integral role in 
Felton’s suffrage activism but have not fully explained how it was a starting point for Felton’s 
increasingly radical opposition to southern masculinity. While past scholars have shown the 
extreme measures she was willing to employ against white men in her later years, the evolution 
of her beliefs has been examined her sympathies for black women on the issue of prison reform. 
However, Felton did not simply become more sympathetic to black women. She actually became 
more radical in her beliefs that white men needed to be curtailed through lynching.  
While Felton lived from 1835-1930, this analysis primarily examines her life from the 
1880s-1920s. These years take place during the Progressive Era to compare Felton’s activism 
with other reformers at the time. Felton adopted the issues of prison reform and temperance—
while sometimes overlapping with both southern suffrage and progressive movements—as her 
own issue of reforming southern masculinity to protect white women. In conducting this 
research, the Rebecca Latimer Felton Papers available digitally through the University of 
Georgia Library were essential. These papers document her life from 1851-1930 and remain the 
most detailed regarding Felton’s life and career. These papers have been utilized in some form in 
any modern study on Felton. Throughout these papers are Felton’s correspondence, personal 






The Radicalism of Rebecca Felton: 
Reforming Southern Masculinity 
 
In 1897, Rebecca Latimer Felton spoke to the Georgia Agricultural Society. Felton, a 
native Georgian who later became the first female U.S. senator, gained prominence in the U.S. 
South as a politician, suffragist, and white supremacist. Her speech, “Woman on the Farm,” 
discussed the economic struggles of southern farmers. Felton’s speech also addressed a variety of 
controversial issues including agricultural economics on the farm, prison reform, and 
temperance. From the 1870s until her death in 1930, Felton used these specific issues to attack 
what she saw as the greatest threat to southern white women: southern white men.  
“Woman on the Farm” is one Felton’s most famous speeches, often remembered as a 
southern defense of lynching black men. “If it needs lynching to protect woman’s dearest 
possession form the ravening human beasts—then I say lynch, a thousand times a week if 
necessary,” Felton said in defense of lynching African American men to prevent the rape of 
women. “Lynch, a thousand times” became an infamous call to arms for southern men to prove 
their masculinity. The racist phrase spread throughout newspapers across the country. 
Contemporary scholars have examined this phrase’s influence primarily in terms of inciting 
white men’s racist actions. Felton’s racist rhetoric also sought to empower white women and 
challenge southern masculinity. In this speech and in her other published writings and public 
appearances, Felton primarily targeted the failure of white southern men and the Democratic 
Party. Throughout her career, she illustrated these failures through three key issues: agricultural 
economics, prison reform, and temperance. She saw these issues as linked to the physical 






important in her goal of reforming southern masculinity and to empower white women socially 
and politically while protecting white women from the violence of men.1  
Recent scholarship has begun to delve into this phrase as a signal for white women to 
take charge of farms and embrace Progressive Era reforms challenging the political systems of 
white men. Felton’s rhetoric still had heavy white supremacist notions and approved of lynching. 
She certainly saw lynching as a necessary tool but believed politics driven by white men had 
proven to be weak without the inclusion of white women. But even through her white 
supremacy, Felton’s rhetoric largely centered around her hostility towards white men. In 
attacking masculinity as the cause of black enfranchisement, Felton advocated for white 
women’s enfranchisement as the only possible means to legally restrict African American rights. 
Felton, while initially more accommodating in reforming masculinity, used more severe rhetoric 
in her last decades as she called for the lynching of white men who had murdered their own 
daughters and wives. As violence towards women continued, this radical shift of Felton’s further 
shows the threat of white men at the core of her activism.  
Felton’s lynching rhetoric and “Woman on the Farm” perfectly encapsulate her role as a 
suffragist and southern spokeswomen in the Progressive Era. In what scholars of the Progressive 
Era U.S. South have called “progressivism for white’s only,” Felton launched radical attacks on 
white men, embraced suffrage and Progressive Era issues like temperance and prison reform for 
white women. Comparing Felton to other southern suffragists such as Jessie Daniels Ames and 
Ida Wells on just the issue of race downplays Felton’s radical rhetoric against white men. While 
Wells and Ames certainly advocated for radical steps to be taken to achieve both racial and 
gender equality, white supremacists such as Felton should also be considered for their strong 
                                                        
1 Rebecca Felton, “Woman on the Farm,” Atlanta Journal, August 12, 1897, Rebecca Latimer Felton Papers, 






stances against southern masculinity. The activism of white women like Felton in the Progressive 
Era South while often indefensibly racist, provides an understanding of the radical steps white 
women took against white men on the path to suffrage. In describing southern white men not 
only as the greatest risk to white women but the well-being of the U.S. South, Felton cemented 
herself as one of the most radical proponents of gender reform in the region.2  
Felton’s advocacy on the issues of agricultural economics, prison reform, and temperance 
best illustrate Felton’s increasingly radical rhetoric on the politics of white men. While her initial 
farm rhetoric did not provoke too much controversy, Felton’s urge for an economic and social 
uplift for farm women marked the beginning of her role as a southern stateswoman. Her 
condemnation of white men’s politics became clearer as she continually critiqued the violence 
women faced towards white men on the farm. While past scholars have not directly linked 
Felton’s farm advocacy and her rhetoric against the violence of white men, Felton saw them as 
directly linked. Additionally, the violence towards white women drove her activism on the issues 
of prison reform and temperance. Linking these three issues to white men’s violence towards 
white women illuminates her radical rhetoric against white men.3  
Felton’s radical rhetoric is also seen through her stances on prison reform. While not 
widely considered to be a key component of Felton’s radicalism, penal reform became an 
important issue as Felton’s rhetoric steadily became more hostile to white men. Felton used the 
issue of prison reform to address the inequalities of a judicial system that allowed white men to 
rape both white and black women with impunity. Felton’s radical calls for both gender and 
                                                        
2 C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State Press, 1971), 395;  
Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Revolt Against Chivalry: Jessie Daniel Ames and the Women's Campaign Against Lynching 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1979); Ida B. Wells-Barnett, Southern Horrors and Other Writings: The 
Anti-Lynching Campaign of Ida B. Wells, 1892-1900, edited by Jacqueline Jones Royster, (Boston: Bedford/St. 
Martins, Macmillan Learning, 1997).  
3 Rebecca Felton, “Southern Women and Farm Life,” date unknown, Rebecca Latimer Felton Papers, Hargrett Rare 






racially segregated prisons originated from her belief that white men threatened the well-being of 
women in prisons through rape. While mostly concerned for the safety of white women, she 
believed white men also threatened the well-being of the South through miscegenation. To 
Felton, the mixed races these rapes produced traced back to white men’s inability to control 
themselves.4  
While she had spoken on the issue of temperance before, Felton’s temperance advocacy 
became a crucial component of Felton’s radicalism. Felton’s outspokenness on temperance found 
its voice in protesting the violence white men committed against their daughters and wives. 
Felton also believed the issue of alcohol contributed to the violent actions of white men towards 
white women in farms and prisons. Additionally, she argued white men threatened public safety 
in drunken-induced city riots. Felton believed alcohol also corrupted black men and influenced 
black voters, and she viewed temperance as essential to address the failures of white men who 
allowed these issues to fester. Felton ultimately believed these three issues greatly contributed to 
the violence against white women and upheld by the politics of white men. Felton’s willingness 
to blame white men for jeopardizing not only the safety of white women but of the U.S. South is 
a radical stance that has not been nearly argued enough by historians. Felton’s radical feminism 
originated from the issues of agricultural economics, prison reform, and temperance with an 
overarching theme of protecting white women from the violence of white men.5   
 
Historiography 
                                                        
4 Amanda Helms, “‘Poor Forsaken Colored Girls:’ Rebecca Latimer Felton, White Supremacy, and Prison Reform, 
1865-1900,” (M.A. thesis, DePaul University, 2013), 41.  
5 Rebecca Felton, “Women’s Relation to the Temperance Question,” date unknown, Rebecca Latimer Felton Papers, 






The secondary scholarship on Rebecca Latimer Felton has undergone several paradigm 
shifts since the 1940s. Work done by scholars such as John E. Talmage and Josephine Bone 
Floyd have focused more on her role as a southern suffragist, but neglected Felton’s views on 
white supremacy.6 Scholarship from the 1970s to 1990s has instead emphasized her white 
supremacy over her suffrage activism. Work done by LeeAnn Whites, historian of nineteenth 
century women in the U.S. South, in particular has done this. While Whites’ work with southern 
women and Felton has changed the discussion on the issue of agricultural economics, more can 
be done to explain her evolution on challenging southern masculinity. Whites devotes much of 
her analysis in showing how Felton’s views on race and gender merged. This conclusion leaves 
little discussion on Felton’s radicalism against southern masculinity. White supremacy and 
suffrage commonly overlapped in the U.S. South and focusing on that issue downplays Felton’s 
hostility towards white men. This notion also leads Whites to overemphasize Felton’s fear of 
enfranchised black men without discussing nearly enough of what Felton saw as the cause of 
enfranchised African Americans: southern white men.7  
Scholarship following the 1990s has expanded upon this critique of southern masculinity. 
As discussed by historian Crystal Feimster, Felton targeted white men as unable to politically 
curtail black men post-Reconstruction and sought to empower white women in southern 
politics.8 Understanding Felton’s radical rhetoric against white men—while acknowledging her 
white supremacy as a part of Felton’s ideology—should be the direction of future historical 
scholarship on Felton. While Feimster has described Felton’s rhetoric as radical in her calls for 
                                                        
6 Josephine Bone Floyd, “Rebecca Latimer Felton, Champion of Women’s Rights,” The Georgia Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. 30, No. 2 (Summer 1946), 103-103; John E. Talmage, Rebecca Latimer Felton: Nine Stormy 
Decades (Athens, GA: University of Georgia, 1960), 15.  
7 LeeAnn Whites, “Rebecca Latimer Felton and the Wife’s Farm: The Class and Racial Politics of Gender Reform,” 
Georgia Historical Quarterly, Vol. 76, No. 2 (Summer 1992), 369, 371-72. 
8 Crystal Nicole Feimster, Southern Horrors: Women and the Politics of Rape and Lynching (Cambridge, MA: 






the lynching of white men later in her career, this paper argues her radical critique of southern 
masculinity could be seen earlier in her career. Historians have not adequately understood her 
radical feminism in the issues of agricultural economics, prison reform, temperance, and the 
overarching theme of violence connecting them.  
 Overall, a case study of how Felton’s increasingly radical calls for southern masculinity 
reform adds a new lens to not only examine Felton but also on the issues of agricultural 
economics, prison reform, and temperance. Past scholars have recognized the issue of farm 
women played an integral role in Felton’s suffrage activism but have not fully explained how it 
emerged as starting point for Felton’s increasingly radical opposition to southern masculinity. 
This is troubling, as farm women greatly influenced Felton’s attacks on southern masculinity and 
strongly informed her rhetoric on prison reform and temperance.  
LeeAnn Whites in particular has discussed how farm women like Felton wanted equal 
ownership of farms but understates how violence on the farm shaped Felton’s rhetoric against 
white men. Felton’s desire to reform southern masculinity largely emerges from the issue of farm 
women. While not initially as radical, Felton called for women to be co-owners of their 
husbands’ farms. White husbands and fathers resisted these calls following the Civil War. 
Southern men struggled to find their masculinity in being the primary providers for their families 
after farm women assumed that role during their wartime absence. Farm women found solidarity 
following the Civil War and fought against being what some called slave labor while their 
husbands controlled the farm and the families’ expenditures. These new southern women like 
Felton believed women needed to fight for enfranchisement to save the South. To them, the 
unwise actions of white men kept the post-Reconstruction South confined to Antebellum gender 






have not accounted for the threat of violence towards farm women in shaping Felton’s 
increasingly hostile rhetoric towards white men. In the lens of a case study, it can be better 
understood how violence on the farm not only exacerbated Felton’s suffragist activism, but also 
her hostile rhetoric towards white men.9  
Additionally, this research incorporates the issues of prison reform in the U.S. South as a 
way of researching around the primary issue of southern masculinity. Rebecca Felton’s beliefs 
on southern masculinity cannot be fully understood without examining this issue. Little 
scholarship on this issue alone exists, but Amanda Helm’s M.A. thesis “‘Poor Forsaken Colored 
Girls:’ Rebecca Latimer Felton, White Supremacy, and Prison Reform, 1865-1900” does much 
to show that southern masculinity greatly affected her prison reform activism. Felton advocated 
for better treatment of women in prisons and had some sympathy for the incarcerated black 
women. In addition to the subpar prison conditions, white men particularly violated and raped 
black women. Most crucially, prison reform illuminates Felton’s belief that white men sustained 
an unsustainable political system. Any culture allowing the mixing of races and integration to 
occur needed reform in Felton’s eyes.  
Historian Crystal Feimster’s research on Felton also discusses prison reform. She, 
however, does not view it as a sign of Felton’s increasing radicalism towards white men. 
Feimster also primarily views Felton’s radicalism on the issue because of her wish to protect 
black women when in fact Felton primarily sought the protection of white women. Additionally, 
scholars have been correct to emphasize William Felton, Rebecca Felton’s husband, and his role 
                                                        
9 Whites, “Class and Racial Politics of Gender Reform,” 366-67; Stephanie McCurry, “Citizens, Soldiers’ Wives, 
and ‘Hiley Hope Up’ Slaves: The Problem of Political Obligation in the Civil War South,” in Nancy Bercaw, ed., 
Gender and the Southern Body Politic (Oxford, MS; University Press of Mississippi, 2000), 114-116; Anastatia 
Sims, The Power of Feminity in the New South: Women’s Organizations and Politics in North Carolina, 1880-1930 






in helping his wife’s political activism. However, they have not nearly emphasized enough her 
influence in convincing her husband to take controversial stands on issues like penal reform. Dr. 
Felton served as a U.S. Congressman during his wife’s activism, and scholars like Feimster have 
dedicated much attention to his role in advocating for prison reform. Most importantly, Mrs. 
Felton convinced her husband to support the issue of prison reform that challenged the authority 
of white men in the white male-dominated legislature. Additionally, Estelle Freedman’s Their 
Sisters’ Keepers is utilized in this section as it supplements Felton’s graphic descriptions of rape 
and violence towards women. This paper argues Felton’s prison reform radicalism is evident in 
her hostility towards the violent actions of white men. This research utilizes this view to examine 
Felton’s prison reform advocacy, illustrating Felton’s increasing willingness to challenge white 
men and the violence Felton believed they inflicted on female prisoners.10  
 Temperance too played a crucial role in Felton’s activism. Historians who have studied 
Felton often link the issue of temperance to race in shaping Felton’s beliefs. Additionally, while 
scholars have identified it as a component of Felton’s activism and suffrage movements in the 
Progressive Era South, scholars have not placed it in an evolutionary framework of Felton’s 
beliefs. Felton had been a temperance advocate early in her career, but the historiography has not 
identified Felton’s increasing outspokenness on alcohol and men as linked to her growing 
hostility towards southern masculinity. Feimster particularly shows Felton’s hostility towards 
white men through the lens of temperance but does not describe its development as one of the 
key issues that increasingly saw use against southern men. Additionally, scholars like LeeAnn 
Whites have discussed Felton’s contributions to temperance activism to the Women’s Christian 
                                                        
10 Helms, “‘Poor Forsaken Colored Girls,’”) 29, 41, 44, 47; Feimster, Southern Horrors 65-66, 69; Estelle B. 
Freedman, Their Sisters’ Keepers: A Historical Perspective on Female Correctional Institutions in The United 






Temperance Union11 in Georgia. Instead of speaking at large about the issue of temperance, 
Whites uses it to show how Felton utilized the WCTU as platform to speak on other suffrage 
issues like prison reform. Whites, however, does not discuss her contributions to the temperance 
movement and its importance in Felton’s increasing radicalism against white men. This study 
argues instead primarily became an issue of southern masculinity for Felton.12   
This project is not without its limits. While substantial scholarship on Felton is needed, 
she is hardly an unknown figure in the U.S. South. Given that scholars have analyzed her 
personal papers, it is essential to articulate a new argument on the impact of Felton’s rhetoric. 
This is accomplished through the lens of this case study. Felton’s racism is seen in these three 
main issues, but what greatly influenced her contributions to the Progressive Era suffrage 
movement in the South is her increased hostility towards white men. Felton’s prominence as a 
southern spokeswoman did not emerge alone from what some scholars of the U.S. South have 
described as a “mixed gender and racial ideology.” Rather, she made farm reform one of her 
most pressing issues. Her hopes of an initially less radical masculinity reform on the farm failed 
thwart violence towards white women. Subsequently she adopted more extreme measures. While 
scholars have shown that Felton saw lynching as a necessary evil to keep black men at bay, she 
saw the violence of white men as the greater evil. She subsequently advocated more for the 
lynching of white men more than she ever had for black men.13 
 Overall, this research’s primary goal is to provide a cross analysis of how three suffrage 
issues shaped Felton’s activism against southern masculinity. The issues of agricultural 
economics, temperance, and penal reform not only best encapsulate Progressive Era suffrage 
                                                        
11 From here on, the Women’s Christian Temperance Union will be referred to as the WCTU for convenience.  
12 Feimster, Southern Horrors 80-81; Whites, “Class and Racial Politics of Gender Reform,” 355.  






reform in Georgia at the time but also Felton’s activism. In Felton’s time, temperance in Georgia 
emerged as an important issue through the Georgia Prohibition Association’s and WCTU’s 
efforts to ban liquor and saloons. Their efforts succeeded in 1906 through the passage of a state-
wide prohibition after much opposition. Prison reform, while mostly championed by white 
women in the Progressive Era South, became a pressing issue following the Civil War due to 
their unsanitary conditions and reputations as deathtraps. WCTU activists such as Felton’s sister, 
Mary Latimer McLendon and temperance reformer Frances Willard also spoke out against 
prisons at this time. The WCTU in Georgia in particular spoke on all the main issues presented in 
this study, making it an important battleground state for both Progressive Era and women’s 
suffrage issues.14 This condensed study seeks to change the discussion on the black and white 
issue of race versus gender that has appeared in scholarship in explaining Felton’s feminism. 
Instead of trying to solely determine if race or gender primarily drove Felton’s suffrage activism, 
this paper accepts that both racial and gender ideologies played an influence in Felton’s activism.  
Finally, while all these issues provoked discussion in suffragists and Progressive Era 
reformers in the U.S. South, this study acknowledges that both movement’s goals did not always 
overlap. Some southern men who aligned themselves with Progressive Era wanted progressivism 
for white men only. The issue of women on the farm was particularly unique to Felton, as while 
she identified with certain progressive and suffrage movements, the issue of violence towards 
women crafted a new issue. Felton adopted the issues of prison reform and temperance—while 
sometimes overlapping with both southern suffrage and progressive movements—as her own 
                                                        
14 Ann-Marie Szymanski, “Beyond Parochialism: Southern Progressivism, Prohibition, and State-Building,” Journal 
of Southern History, Vol. 69, No. 1 (Feb 2003), 112, 114-15; Christopher J. Olsen, “I Will Have to Say ‘Damn!’ 
Yet, Before I Am Done with Them,” in Ann Short Chirhart, and Betty Wood, eds, Georgia Women: Their Lives and 
Times (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2014), 157; Stacey Horstmann Gatti, “Mother of Suffrage Work in 






issue of reforming southern masculinity to protect white women. Felton’s activism to reform 
southern masculinity was not the primary issue facing southern women. While women’s 
suffragists did speak out against the violence towards women, Felton took the key issues of 
women on the farm and coupled it with progressive prison reform and temperance to create a 
platform to not only fight for women’s suffrage, but to attack southern masculinity. Felton’s 
creation of this new issue is significant as historians of the U.S. South and the Progressive Era 
have primarily argued women like Felton belonged to Progressive Era and suffrage movements. 
Felton’s new issue born out of progressive and suffragist movements contributes much to this 
scholarship in arguing southern masculinity reform as a separate issue facing this era’s 
reformers.  
Methodology 
This research stays within Felton’s home state of Georgia in examining her activism. 
Additionally, this study focuses primarily on Felton. A case study of comparing African 
American suffragists like Ida Wells to Felton is a worthwhile endeavor, but for the purposes of 
understanding Felton’s views on southern masculinity it would be too distracting to cross-
examine multiple women’s suffragists of the era. Additionally, Crystal Feimster has already 
cross-examined Felton and Ida Wells and while her research is insightful, it does not allow for a 
condensed study of Felton and these three important issues. It is more important to better 
establish Felton’s evolution on the issue of southern masculinity before making cross-
comparisons to other suffragists and other states in the U.S. South. While it is not uncommon for 
scholarship dealing with the issue of southern women to examine the South as a whole, looking 
outside of Georgia for the reaction of women to Felton is an area deserving of eventual 






encompass Felton’s entire life. Felton’s early years lack sufficient documentation, and the 
Progressive Era contains a wide majority of her personal papers and speeches pertaining to her 
activism against southern masculinity. This research primarily examines her years that widely 
encompass the Progressive Era (1880s-1920s), in which she was an active public speaker and 
where these three primary issues are the most visible. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine how Rebecca Felton’s rhetoric and views on 
topics on the issues of lives of agricultural economics, prison reform, and temperance shaped the 
issue of reforming southern masculinity. This paper argues that Felton’s activism created another 
means of protecting women’s well-being outside of suffrage. While this analysis includes 
moments such as her upbringing throughout her life (1835-1930), it primarily examines her life 
from the 1880s-1920s. The reasoning for this is due to the substantial number of resources 
available documenting her life at this time, and also because it more effectively captures her role 
as an activist during the substantial Progressive Era. Additionally, the three main issues 
pertaining to violence towards women encompasses Felton’s radical feminism—defined as 
Felton’s commitment to improving and safeguarding white women’s lives. While not solely 
feminist issues during the Progressive Era, these issues should be included under Felton’s radical 
feminism. Felton is not known to have defined her radical feminism, but agricultural economics, 
prison reform, and temperance dominated Felton’s attacks against southern masculinity and its 
violence.  
 In conducting this research, the Rebecca Latimer Felton Papers available digitally 
through the University of Georgia Library were essential. These papers document her life from 
1851-1930 and remain the most detailed regarding Felton’s life and career. These papers have 






correspondence, personal papers, drafts of speeches and sermons given, and articles written 
throughout her career. Her speeches can provide insight on the type of audience she sought to 
address and provide routes for further analysis on particular issues like southern masculinity. 
Examining Felton’s audience is especially useful as Felton spoke without fear in front of crowds 
of white men in advocating for the controversial issue of southern masculinity reform. While she 
used these three main issues to craft southern masculinity reform, she also used them to speak to 
suffragists and progressive reformers who may have shared similar sentiments. Her 
correspondence with southern women is useful too, as the rhetoric she uses can be tracked 
throughout her years to see how her views changed. Additionally, they highlight her calls for 
assistance of suffragists and progressive reformers in speaking against white men. Further, 
Felton’s published works, My Memoirs of Georgia Politics (1911) and Country Life in Georgia 
in the Days of My Youth (1919) are both accessible digitally. These autobiographical narratives 
provide background material on Felton’s suffrage beliefs that the papers cannot cover alone. 
These books, while not as extensive as her papers, can act as guiding points when looking at her 
extensive career and can be cross-examined with her papers. These published works add 
biographical detail and political activism of Felton’s early career that unpublished works cannot 
always provide.  
 This research is a case study of Felton’s activism on three primary issues relating to 
southern masculinity and suffrage: agricultural economics, prison reform, and temperance. Much 
scholarship on Felton has attempted to cover more than just these three issues. The most intuitive 
addition to scholarship on Felton is the close examination of these three specific issues in 






papers into feasible sections in the paper possible, as most of her papers are separated by dates 
and issues.    
Women and Violence on the Farm 
Despite urging southern white men to get a better hold on their politics to halt the rights 
of African Americans following the Civil War, Felton’s “Woman on the Farm” speech sought to 
empower white women. Felton primarily did this by comparing the status of southern women on 
the farm to the southern caste system on race. “How many women have you known who didn't 
get a good pair of decent clothes at the end of the year—for twelve months hardest work—
without a day's intermission from January to December?” Felton stated to her audience. She 
referred to the many women in the South who essentially worked the farm while their husbands 
reaped the economic and social benefits.15 Felton further lambasted southern men on the farm. 
“You men have tried your prentice hand on this business for a century or over in Georgia, and 
you succeed particulars, while you blunder always in essential generalities.”16  
To Felton, many southern men had general worldviews and squabbled about excuses for 
the poor economy. As she had argued for relentlessly over the past few decades, women must 
now unshackle their bonds and put their experienced hands to work in the field of agriculture as 
more than just laborers, but owners. While she thought the increased liberty of African 
Americans threatened the southern way of life, Felton comparing the status of southern women 
to black slaves show she believed white man’s politics to be the greatest menace to white 
women’s well-being. Felton’s early farm rhetoric appeared hopeful that southern masculinity 
could be easily reformed through less intense means. As Felton noticed these reforms alone 
                                                        







could not grant white women emancipation, she turned to more extreme measures such as 
lynching to enforce her ideas.  
In a speech given to the Georgia State Agricultural Society sometime from 1889-1891, 
Rebecca Felton demonstrated her experiences on the farm and the current state of the agricultural 
industry in Georgia. Quoting what she saw in newspapers, she mocked descriptions of the “first-
class prosperous” Georgia farm. Felton rebuked that if the Georgia farm prospered, she did not 
know the definition of “prospering” and joked about needing a new dictionary to match the 
newspapers’ definition. For Felton and many Georgia farmers, a prosperous Georgia farm 
consisted of deadly blizzards, dry summers, and the decline of livestock. These conditions, 
according to Felton, exacerbated the hardships of women on the farm. Felton described an 
instance involving hired African American labor taking care of her farm mules that displayed 
both her racism and advocacy for the enfranchisement of women. “The fool nigger was actually 
too lazy to water the mule so when he got to the tub he drank water until he died like he was 
shot,” Felton had boomed. Shortly afterwards, she articulated another instance in which a hired 
black farmer returned another one her mules “with a gash six inches deep” and she considered 
charging him with maiming her livestock. “What sort of business farming is when you can’t hold 
the plow yourself and have to hire a fool nigger to work your stock?”17  
To Felton, the reliance on black hired help originated from the refusal of white men to 
change the industry of agriculture following the Civil War. While clearly showing the white 
supremacy of white farmers, Felton’s complaints stemmed from what she considered an even 
greater institutional evil in the South. “Gentlemen, there will be no permanent prosperity of 
farmers with such help as this...” Felton roared at the crowd. According to her, the decline of the 
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agricultural industry stemmed from male farmers preventing their wives and daughters from 
providing new ideas to the industry. While not a tell-all explanation for the reason for women 
like Felton to call for an agricultural reform, the recent Civil War had made issue of gender 
reform unavoidable. The Civil War challenged the masculinity of husband soldiers as their wives 
took up ownership of the farm and even some of their wage labor jobs. In their loss of slave labor 
and in some cases manhood, southern farmers could not return women to their Antebellum status 
of servants without some backlash. Southern women found increased autonomy in these roles. 
Despite southern men mostly reclaiming the role of dominant head of the farm through women 
taking up the political role of the “poor soldier’s wife,” women like Felton found political power 
and would not let go.18  
Felton also used brutal slave labor as a powerful rhetorical tool to win over her audience. 
In a pamphlet titled, “The Subjection of Women and the Enfranchisement of Women,” Felton 
argued southern farmers still lived by the gender roles of the Antebellum South despite the 
increasing number of active women. Felton argued women on the farm had to be enfranchised 
economically, socially, and politically. To match these new southern women, Felton believed a 
“new man” must emerge in the South. This new man had emerged in other parts of the country 
and according to Felton, must reject the “hard-drinking” nature of men that led to southern 
women being abused. New southern women, being ahead of the curve, must be the ones to lead 
the charge in progressive reform in the U.S. South. By urging these new men to promote suffrage 
and treat their wives equally, the “Wives Farm” as Felton had coined it, could prosper.19  
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Building off the economic hardships women faced while running farms during the Civil 
War and the struggle for both genders to adjust after the war, Felton deemed it crucial for both 
men and women to have different, but equal roles on the farm. Specifically, sections of 
farmsteads would be owned by the wife on the farm with the husband spending more time 
attending to “her farm” to provide food for the family. Felton wished to ween men off relying on 
the market to sell all their crops and instead focus more time on the farm. Men would have to 
“emancipate” their wives to emancipate themselves from reckless behavior and economic 
struggles as LeeAnn Whites articulated. Felton’s vision of the “Wives Farm,” while initially 
enacted in 1891 by the Georgia Agricultural Society, faltered due to what Felton called men’s 
traditional populist movements seeking to unshackle the farmer. While not wholly successful, 
Felton made masculinity reform an inescapable issue in farm reform. In their stubbornness to 
stay with the Antebellum farm mentality, southern white men prevented not just the 
emancipation of the female farmer, but the success of the agricultural industry.20  
Of course, Felton and numerous new southern women believed in progressive reform for 
whites only. Felton’s views on black men became more apparent in this pamphlet too. While she 
did fear the idea of black men raping white women, the possibility of black voting rights 
frightened her more. “The Subjection and Empowerment of Women,” however, is important in 
Felton’s suffrage activism because while Felton feared black men, she used this piece to speak 
out against white men’s brutalization of black and white women. While Felton always feared 
black men, newspapers overemphasized her lynching rhetoric in “Woman on the Farm” and 
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downplayed her backlash against southern men. Much of Felton’s newspaper articles in the 
1910s-20s had criticized the violence of southern men towards their wives and daughters. With 
articles titled, “Chopping his Wife — With an Axe” and “Wife Killers Crazed by Drink,” Felton 
went to great lengths to reform southern masculinity while protecting white women. Felton’s 
provocative rhetoric assailed white men, but her words reached further. Articles like “The 
Murder of Wives Getting Intolerable” in 1925 advocated for the lynching of white men that 
murdered or raped their daughters or wives. Regarding a white man shooting his own daughter 
Felton coldly said she would lynch him for not just the crime and for calling his daughter a “vile 
woman.” “Such a monster is unfit to live,” Felton concluded.21  
These articles not only show Felton’s willingness to use extreme measures to protect 
white women but the effect of potential violence towards women had on her activism. In these 
later years, Felton became more willing to defend any women who had been harmed by the 
violence of any man. Felton’s racism is clearly seen in her description of black men as beasts, 
but her willingness to apply the same terminology for white men displays a shift in her rhetoric. 
Just as Felton had criticized white men for being unable to control black men through political 
means, she turned to the extreme method of lynching to curtail what she saw as the failure of the 
white male-dominated Democratic Party. Felton’s later years are also relevant because they 
demonstrate how Felton’s feminism became more prevalent in her rhetoric than her racism. In 
1920 an article for the Atlanta Constitution titled “Crime of Mob Violence Unpunished in 
Georgia, Declares Mrs. Felton,” described an instance in Georgia in which two married white 
men raped two black girls and lynched a black man who tried to defend them. In the paper, 
Felton referenced her 1897 defense of lynching as “painful” and called on judges to stop 
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“pussyfooting around these lynching atrocities.” While Felton did not express regret for her past 
defense for lynching or the effect it may have had on encouraging the lynching of black men, it 
showed a further critique of the southern white men’s negligence in controlling the violence of 
southern men.22  
Where Felton’s belief that southern white men posed the greatest risk to white women is 
clear, her rhetoric does not represent a major turnaround in Felton’s ideology as historians like 
Feimster have argued. Felton’s calls for these white rapists to be punished took courage, but it 
remained in line with past rhetoric in which she described the lynching of black men a necessary 
evil. To her the negligence of white men led to such extreme measures. Felton did receive letters 
from black activists praising her courage. “Oh if we can persuade more of the true and divine 
type of womanhood, as you, to speak more boldly, more sternly, soon will this sickening comedy 
be washed from our stage,” C.M. Battey, an African American photographer for the NAACP, 
wrote to Felton in 1920 on this matter. These significant letters praised a white supremacist such 
as Felton, but it is unknown how Felton responded. Even in her belief that the ignorance and 
violence of white men tainted the southern political system, Felton not only wanted the 
enfranchisement of woman to protect themselves, but to deny civil rights for African 
Americans.23  
It is important to recognize why Felton willingly advocated for extreme measures to 
reform white masculinity when she had previously used less-incendiary language in speeches 
like “Woman on the Farm.” While not presenting a wholly sympathetic picture of white men, 
Felton believed the new southern men could be reformed through giving women equal 
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enfranchisement on the farms. In combatting the overabundance on masculinity on the farm, 
equal ownership of the farm would force husbands to contribute equally to the farm to strengthen 
the farm household and therefore the southern agricultural industry. The threats of violence and 
rape are the most important in understanding Felton’s racial and gender ideology. While her 
earlier speeches throughout the 1880s-90s primarily dealt with reforming southern masculinity 
on the farm, Felton became increasingly convinced white men posed the greatest harm to white 
womanhood as she initially believed. Her white supremacy did not vanish but rather it played a 
far less crucial role in her speeches as a southern stateswoman by the 1910s.  
 
Prison Reform 
Another critical issue in understanding Felton’s racial and gender ideology appeared in 
the issue of prison reform. New southern women like Felton believed one of the greatest threats 
brought upon women could be seen in the treatment of women convicts in prisons. Felton argued 
there was “great importance in separating the sexes in public prisons” and women, children, and 
racial minorities all indiscriminately ended up in prisons. Felton in particular advocated for 
reformatories for women in prison. Both white and black female convicts would be separated 
into reformatories designed to reeducate convicts and keep women away from violent white men. 
Felton believed prisons controlled by white men oozed moral disease on women and put them at 
greater risk of rape and violence at the hand of white men. These reformatories would be a 
chance for white women to be removed from these horrid conditions while also gaining an 






While not seeking to integrate black women into society, Felton at least wanted to 
prevent the spread of miscegenation and dissuade African American women from crime.24 Felton 
differed from other white prison reformers at this time due to her not being blind to the issue of 
black women being raped by white men in prisons. Owing to her belief that white men, not black 
men, posed the greatest threat to the U.S. South, Felton believed the rape of black women could 
not be morally justified. Part of this belief undeniably originates from her white supremacy and 
opposition to the miscegenation of races. This gave Felton another reason to argue against the 
dangers of white men, as their violent tendencies, according to Felton, allowed an inferior race to 
continue.25  
 Felton found another way to advance her agenda in joining the Woman’s Christian 
Temperance Union in 1886. She wrote that she faced incredible opposition in her state for being 
one of the sole advocates at the time for prison reform. Called the “political she of Georgia” by 
Georgia Representative E.G. Simmons, Felton’s reformatory measures had been shut down by an 
all-male legislature. Despite not clearing the legislature, Felton wielded a surprising amount of 
political power in getting her measures to be discussed by the all-male legislature. Scholars have 
discussed the importance of Felton’s husband, Dr. William Harrell Felton in bringing the issue of 
prison reform to the legislature. A U.S. representative, Dr. Felton certainly aided in attempting to 
convince an all-male political body to consider a measure initiated by what many considered the 
Congressman’s radical women’s suffragist wife.26  
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The relationship between the Feltons most likely influenced her activism for equality 
between the new southern women and men. Rebecca Felton had more than once served as her 
husband’s campaign manager and even despite her husband’s political prestige in Georgia, Mrs. 
Felton had continued to critique southern men on issues like rape and penal reform. In fact, Dr. 
Felton had become more politically outspoken on prison reform after his wife had made it one of 
her key issues. While also a white supremacist, Dr. Felton’s public defense of prison reform and 
his wife did not stop male legislators from accusing him of appealing to blacks, questioning his 
manhood, and attacking his wife. Dr. Felton passionately defended himself and his wife and 
while it is notable that he publicly defended their stance on reformatories as a respected 
Congressman, his wife deserves the credit for likely convincing him to take a stand on an issue 
dealing with a suffrage issue like penal reform.27 
Rebecca Felton’s activism in the Women’s Christian Temperance Union is even more 
impressive given she collected signatures for the Women’s Christian Temperance Union on the 
behalf of black women who had been raped while convicts. Mrs. Felton attempted to appeal to 
the religious moralism and womanhood of the temperance activists in the WCTU to separate 
juvenile and women convicts from “hardened criminals.” “We reserve to ourselves the privilege 
of indicating reforms in everything pertaining to the welfare of our race, and we ask the careful, 
prayerful consideration of a matter so vital to our humanity, Christianity and civilization,” the 
WCTU petition written by black women had claimed.28 While Felton believed all women should 
be protected from the barbarous actions of white men, she also thought white women should not 
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have to share prison space with black women. She believed, as many new southern women did, 
in segregating the races for racial purity. Politicians at the time seemed to have blamed the mere 
presence of black women for tempting male convicts to “sin.” Felton steered away from this 
argument and placed the blame of white masculinity.29   
 
Temperance 
As Felton continued to verbally assault the manhood of white southerners, she and many 
new southern women began to champion the issue of temperance. Again, Felton’s “Woman on 
the Farm” best describes how the issue of southern masculinity threatened nearly every political 
issue—including temperance—she championed: 
With due respect to Southern politics, I say that when you take the negro into your 
embraces on election day to control his vote and use liquor to befuddle his understanding 
make him believe he is a man and your brother, when you honey-snuggle him at the polls 
and make him familiar with dirty tricks in politics, so long will lynchings prevail, because 
the cause will grow and increase with every election when there is not enough religion in 
the pulpit to organize a crusade against this sin, nor justice in the court-house to promptly 
punish the crime, nor manhood enough in the nation to put a sheltering arm about 
innocence and virtue.30    
 
To Felton, alcohol consumption reaffirmed why she believed southern white men posed the 
greatest threat to white women. Felton’s racial views can be seen through the lens of this 
temperance issue. “Race troubles and whisky go hand in hand,” Felton said in one of her 
speeches in an unknown year. Felton falsely believed alcohol given to black men by whites 
suspected black men to commit more “theft, rape, and murders.” Felton also saw the alcohol 
went hand in hand with the country’s lynchings and mob violence. This is also part of the reason 
why Felton had called for “lynch a thousand times” in 1897.  
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Felton’s support for temperance also influenced her belief it caused disastrous mob 
violence. Part of the Georgia WCTU, Felton and white female temperance advocates saw alcohol 
as the primary instigator in race riots in Atlanta in which white men lynched and murdered 
numerous African Americans. While black men suffered the most in these riots, Felton believed 
white women risked being brutalized by southern men in these deadly mobs. Felton argued law 
enforcement failed in “handling the mob or of suppressing the rape fiend” alcoholism caused. 
Felton previously took stands against domestic violence that women endured by their husbands 
or fathers. Violence against white women occurring in these mobs extended Felton’s belief that 
southern masculinity brutalized women on the farm. Insisting again women must enter the 
political arena to purge the political system of white men’s incompetence, she believed the 
“mother’s touch” could save the U.S. South. Additionally, Felton claimed alcohol exacerbated 
violence and police needed to curtail “drunken mobs of white men.” While far from the first time 
she spoke out against violence of white men, she further linked her critique of white men to 
alcoholism. In extending the threat white men to mob violence—an issue primarily harming 
African Americans—Felton’s attacks on white men show a radical desire to attack southern 
masculinity. Felton made the issue of temperance an issue of the white man’s viciousness not 
only against women, but against the entire South.31  
Woman had to defend themselves, but because of the white man’s inability to curtail 
violence from African Americans through legal means, lynching would have to be necessary. 
Felton certainly believed alcohol could corrupt any man, black or white, but she believed white 
men to be the core of problem in the violence it brought to women. “We owe it to the colored 
people of Georgia to remove far from ignorance the poison which makes demons human beings 
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and destroys wonderland and our young maidens on the public highway” Felton had said in the 
1890s. While certainly not defending African Americans, her stance on alcohol even 
demonstrates Felton’s belief that the white man’s use of alcohol remained a great threat to white 
women. Despite her fearful rhetoric of black men, they seemed far from the core problem at hand 
to Felton. Felton’s attacks on southern masculinity further show her desire to reform the new 
southern men and her sympathies with black women that fell victim to rape by white men.32  
Felton also made repeated attacks on what she called the saloon system in Georgia. In a 
speech titled “Women’s Relation to Temperance,” Felton argued the prohibition of liquor and 
closure of saloons emerged as some of the most important issues submitted to the ballot box in 
protecting southern women and their children. Felton often linked motherhood and child rearing 
to the issue of temperance. Felton spoke in 1894 that white men formed a world “too filthy for 
woman’s touch” that left mothers alone to rear children. According to her, southern men’s use of 
alcohol exacerbated violence in the household. Felton particularly framed liquor usage and the 
saloons as “agents of crime” and articulated in her speeches that voters must choose between 
upholding these agents or protecting women and their children. Felton argued alcohol and its 
enablers such as saloons must be voted out by the public. To Felton and many temperance 
reformers, these enablers belonged to both the Republican and Democratic parties of the South. 
To Felton, these parties had “uniformly avoided the issue or openly adopted the liquor side of the 
question.”33  
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Felton’s radical attacks on male-dominated politics and their use of alcohol did not stop 
there. In the same speech, Felton addressed the complaints of white men against the prohibition 
of alcohol. Felton claimed white men argued the prohibition of alcohol and saloons violated 
men’s personal liberties: “…the cry of ‘personal liberty’ is heard in the law and—and the right to 
sell intoxicants is claimed to be one of ‘natural rights’ of mankind.” Felton had no patience for 
these male-centered defenses and called laws upholding alcohol use “sympathy laws.” Angering 
Felton further, men claimed faith upheld these personal liberties to alcohol use. “I have no 
respect for ‘natural rights,’ or ‘personal liberty’ to injure your fellow man and destroy his peace 
and prosperity” she spoke in response to men’s cries of tyranny. In this instance, Felton’s 
rhetoric focused more on the institutional reform of southern masculinity through the prohibition 
of alcohol rather than extreme means such as lynching. Felton spoke in favor of temperance 
before, but her willingness to ban licensed saloons demonstrated an increasing hostility towards 
what she saw as white men’s violence. While not as fiery as some of her later speeches, Felton’s 
attacks on saloons directly attacked southern men and the male-dominated political system 
upholding alcohol use.34  
Conclusion 
Rebecca Felton’s activism on the issues of rape, southern farm life, prison reform, and 
temperance all show her beliefs in race and gender linked to one another. What this study most 
importantly shows, however, is despite her strong belief in white supremacy, her feminism 
emerged as the most essential motivator in how she spoke about these issues. According to 
Felton, southern masculinity posed the greatest risk to southern womanhood and the U.S. South. 
White men’s refusal to fully embrace progressive southern feminism showed new southern 
                                                        






women like Felton that men did not to adapt to changes such as the emancipation of slaves in the 
U.S. following the Civil War. Felton tried to remedy this by lambasting stubborn white men in 
her speeches to emancipate women to make them equal partners on the farm.  
Felton, while initially wishing to reform southern masculinity through empowering white 
women on the farm, turned to more extreme measures when white men continued to ignore the 
feminism of the Progressive Era. Felton’s willingness to lynch white men for their continued 
violence upon both white and black women is the most telling in how gender was the strongest 
motivator in Felton’s role as a southern stateswoman. While Felton’s fears of African Americans 
are all present in the issues of prison reform, farm life, and temperance, she still linked these 
issues to defend women from the horrors brought upon the white man. Felton labeled white men 
as a significant threat to white women in the South in her earliest years as a spokeswoman. 
While past scholars have shown the extreme measures she employed against white men 
in her later years, the evolution of her beliefs has been examined her sympathies for black 
women on the issue of prison reform. However, Felton did not simply become more sympathetic 
to black women. She actually became more radical in her beliefs that white men needed to be 
curtailed through lynching. This exacerbated her willingness to speak up on issues of penal 
reform and temperance when her activism for farm reform had been misinterpreted by white men 
as an empowering device to lynch black men. Felton’s racial beliefs certainly appeared in the 
background of each of these key issues. But Felton’s outspokenness arose not from race but from 
the treatment of farm women and the subsequent failure to reform southern masculinity. These 
developments shaped her radical activism on the key suffrage issues of prison reform and 
temperance in combatting southern masculinity. Felton’s main contribution to Progressive Era 






described in new southern women as a “fused gender and racial ideology,” but rather a radical 
desire to reform southern masculinity and protect white women from physical violence.35 While 
her white supremacy is indefensible, Felton should be given credit for leading a gendered, 
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Chapter 2: Creating and Destroying History: Butte, Montana’s Model City Program, 1968-1975 
Chairperson: Michael Mayer 
In 1966, President Lyndon Johnson signed the “Model Cities Act” into law. A part of 
Johnson’s Great Society, Model Cities was a national urban renewal program that sought to 
renew all aspects of society and included anything from the creation of parks and recreational 
facilities to increasing funding for senior citizens’ programs. My research examines the 
implementation of Model Cities in Butte, Montana. Whereas Model Cities was most visibly seen 
in metropolises like Detroit and Baltimore as a means to curtail riots and racial strife, the Butte 
program, in the words of the program’s director, James Murphy, wished to drag Butte into the 
twentieth century. 
I note that Butte, given its background as a resource extraction mining town, needed 
Model Cities. Lacking infrastructure and plagued by environmental woes, the Butte program had 
much potential due to its focus not only on urban renewal but social uplift. However, the 
program was also a source of great controversy. In attempting to urbanize and modernize Butte, 
one of the program’s largest endeavors was the destruction of hundreds of old buildings. I argue 
that the Butte program engaged in physical and cultural destruction to reform Butte. As 
urbanization became a more pressing issue in Montana, the replacement of historic buildings 
with new ones was meant to help detach Butteians from the past and make Butte a thriving urban 
center. And with a host of new social programs that targeted health issues like alcoholism, the 
program attempted to sever a longstanding Butte culture that resisted social aid and state 
assistance. I conclude that the program was partially successful in that it brought modern 
infrastructure and social programs to Butte but was unable to destroy Butte’s nostalgia of the 
past. 
My research is a thematic reconstruction of the Model Cities program in Butte from 
1968-1975. This project examines the developments of three key goals of the program: economic 
development, physical environment, and social services. I tell the story of the Butte program 
through these three themes and explore how policies changed and developed from 1968-1974. 
Most essential in examining these themes are primary sources from the archival collections at the 
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library, Montana Historical Society, and the Butte-Silver Bow 
Public Archives. The most present sources are Senator Mike Mansfield’s papers, which contain 
Buttiean concerns about the program, letters to Butte officials such as Mayor Mario Micone, and 
the outline of the Model Cities program. 
This research is the first substantive scholarship on the Butte program. Other scholars 
have overlooked the program but this paper places Model Cities as one of the key urban 
developments in Montana in the twentieth century and the most important urban renewal 
program in Butte’s history. Additionally, this paper contributes to the understanding of federal 
policymaking of the 1960s-1970s in showing the transition from LBJ’s Great Society to Richard 






Creating and Destroying History: 
Butte, Montana’s Model City Program, 1968-1975 
 
“Nineteen-sixty-six can be the year of rebirth for American cities,” declared President 
Lyndon Johnson in January of 1966. Addressing Congress, LBJ put forth his latest Great Society 
program, the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966. More commonly 
known as the “Model Cities Act,” the law’s most ambitious initiatives funded urban renewal 
programs in more than one hundred fifty U.S. cities. Johnson signed the bill into law in 
November of 1966, with Congress declaring the “improvement of the quality of urban life” the 
most pressing domestic issue in the country. Model Cities sought to renew all aspects of society 
and included anything from the creation of parks and recreational facilities to increasing funding 
for senior citizens’ programs. Model Cities had no singular goal, but in metropolises like Detroit 
and Baltimore, the program primarily sought to stop the rampant riots costing millions of dollars 
in property damage. Both selected as Model Cities by 1968, urban residents in Baltimore and 
Detroit viewed their cities’ programs as anti-riot measures to curtail racial strife. Race dominated 
the urban crises in these cities, but in the state of Montana, a different kind of urban crisis 
devastated the city of Butte.36 
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I argue the Butte Model Cities program is the most significant urban renewal effort in 
Butte’s history due to the program’s mixed legacy. This paper examines the Model Cities 
program through the three primary issues it sought to address. The first section discusses the 
program’s economic development projects. Butteians and program officials believed the 
flatlining economy needed to be addressed first. Attempts to reintegrate Butte mining families 
with urban business centers and the development of industrial centers proved to be the most 
substantial developments of these projects. The next section addresses the program’s second 
most pressing issue: physical environment and housing. The primary focus here is the program’s 
controversial housing demolition projects sought to upgrade Butte with new infrastructure but 
dislocated some of its populace. Additionally, the ever-hungry Berkeley Pit’s history and 
expansion is explored here. The final section discusses the program’s many social service 
initiatives. Education, senior citizen aid, and healthcare are among the most important legacies of 
the Model Cities program and receive the most attention. 
 “This is the richest hill on earth. But there have been hard times when those words were a 
bitter mockery,” said a deleted line from President Lyndon Johnson’s 1964 campaign speech at 
the Butte Civic Center.37 Once a source of pride for Montana, Butte’s title as the “richest hill on 
earth” became an ironic symbol of economic depression, environmental destruction, and cultural 
erosion. Pollution and labor strikes plagued Butte since its formation as an industrial mining 
center in the 1880s, but in the 1960s the city experienced extreme versions of those woes. While 
Butte did not experience race riots, Butte endured historic mining strikes in the 1950s-60s.  
It is impossible to understand Butte’s labor strife without discussing the Anaconda 
Mining Company. The company owned entire mining operations across the state of Montana and 
                                                        






became one of the largest mining industries in the U.S. An eight-month long strike in 1967-68—
the longest in Montana’s history and the longest industry wide strike in U.S. history at the time—
resulted in thirteen hundred workers being laid off. As the strike persisted and Butteians lost their 
jobs, Montanans left the city in search for safer and more economically stable homes. The strike 
cost the state thirty-four million dollars in wages and for the nearby city of Butte profiting from 
industrial mining, it meant economic depression. As its people left and Butte’s economy busted, 
the “richest hill on earth” further crumbled.38  
Butte is home to one of the most severe environmental disasters in the country. The 
Berkeley Pit, opened in 1955 by the Anaconda Mining Company, promised the continuation of 
the mining industry through open-pit methods, but at the cost of further environmental damage. 
By 1975, the Berkeley Pit swallowed entire neighborhoods, dislocating a significant number of 
Butte’s population. The threats to public safety caused by mining and the dire need for economic 
rehabilitation secured Butte’s place in the federal Model Cities program. 
 Butte also faced cultural destruction. “I am confident we can drag this community, 
kicking and screaming, into the Twentieth Century,” declared Butte Model Cities Director James 
“Jim” Murphy.39 Working with Butte Mayor Mario Micone, Montana Senators Mike Mansfield 
and Lee Metcalf, and with the assistance of Housing and Urban Development Secretary George 
Romney, these public servants sought to save Butte by creating a new environment and culture. 
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But to create a new society, an old one had to be destroyed.40 Some of its identity and nostalgia 
had to be destroyed to achieve this. As Butte Mayor Mario Micone stated, “we’ve got a plan to 
build a new Butte. The question is whether the city wants it.”41 Urban business centers could 
become the new symbols of Butteian pride, replacing the mines that had given Butte economic 
success and pride but now served as a reminder of Butte’s deterioration. Butte, in the process of 
being absorbed by the Berkeley Pit and being terrorized by a series of unsolved fires earlier in 
the 1960s-70s, could not escape destruction.  
The Model Cities program’s economic development plans, physical environment 
projects, and social services broke new ground—quite literally in some senses—for Butte’s 
people. While economic development and the implantation of new social programs proved to be 
beneficial for the city, the physical environment projects turned out to be more destructive than 
uplifting. Each goal, however, became controversial due to their goals of creating a new Butte 
and destroying the old one. Despite Berkeley Pit expansion and Model Cities demolition, Butte 
ultimately prevailed in preserving its culture and pride. In the end, Model Cities proved to be 
more helpful than detrimental. While it failed to fully reshape Butte’s culture and destroyed too 
much, it also inspired community activism that helped preserve the city of Butte. 
Historiography 
The Butte Model Cities program and its legacy have been overlooked by historians. If 
mentioned at all, the Butte program is often described as a political favor to Montana Senate 
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield without any discussion of the program’s merits to a smaller 
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city.42 The most significant historical scholarship on the program has been written by 
environmental historian Brian James Leech. Leech’s book and dissertation, The City That Ate 
Itself, discusses Butte’s infamous Berkeley Pit and open-pit mining’s impact on the city in the 
second half of the twentieth century. Leech also discusses the Model Cities program, and while 
calling it one of the more successful programs in the country, argues its demolition programs 
contributed to the Berkeley Pit’s environmental destruction and unrest. His work is also the first 
to take advantage of the plethora of archival sources in Butte, Helena, and Missoula.43 However, 
Leech’s discussion is too brief, and my research examines the cultural devastation in addition to 
the physical destruction unleashed by the program by examining the program from start to finish.  
The next most significant piece of scholarship on the Butte program comes from 
Montana historian Brian Shovers. Shovers discusses the Model Cities program as a significant 
development in twentieth century Butte but does not make a clear argument of its impact and 
legacy. Shovers does cover contentious debates and events such as the expansion of the Berkeley 
Pit and the Anaconda Mining Company’s powerful influence, but this paper captures historical 
voices of Buttieans that interweave the Model Cities program within these events.44 Additional 
scholarship by historians Richard Gibson and Bode J. Morin also briefly mention Model Cities. 
Gibson, a local Butte historian, importantly ties both cultural and physical destruction as key 
legacies of the Butte program but does not discuss other key components of the program such as 
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its social services. Model Cities only takes up a few lines in Morin’s book, and is quickly 
consumed by the Berkeley Pit.45 
This paper is also in dialogue with scholarship on the Model Cities program at-large. 
Model Cities is typically not seen as one of the major Great Society programs and is often left 
out of twentieth century U.S. urban history scholarship. Most of the research on Model Cities 
comes from a large selection of dissertations and theses on individual programs.46 The Butte 
program provides a new lens to examine Model Cities because its smaller population compared 
to most other cities studied, its mining industry background, and being one of the less urbanized 
cities included in the program. Butte also became one of few cities to receive the Planned 
Variations expansion of the program under the Nixon administration, and this expansion has 
barely been discussed in other analyses of Model Cities. A historian has yet to cover a more 
unique and deserving of attention program than Butte’s.  
Still, many scholars have made important contributions to the Model Cities and urban 
history historiography. One particularly important thesis, Mary Elizabeth Ryan’s “‘We Thought 
We Should Do Something Ourselves:’ Citizen Participation, Southwest Denver and the Model 
Cities Program, 1964-1994,” demonstrates a generation of local community action as one of 
Model Cities’ key legacies in Denver. Additionally, Ryan highlights the Nixon administration’s 
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role in continuing Model Cities funding. Model Cities is often remembered as a Great Society 
legacy when mentioned, but most of its duration transpired under the Richard Nixon and Gerald 
Ford administrations. My paper engages with the scholarship on Nixon’s New Federalism, a 
philosophy of shifting functions of the federal government back to local state powers and sees 
this administrative shift as consequential to the Butte Model Cities program.47  
This paper contributes to fields of political history and urban history in the twentieth 
century U.S. By examining the Model Cities program through the lens of the Great Society and 
New Federalist ideologies, this paper addresses the historiographical gaps in twentieth century 
political and urban history. Further, scholars that have examined the Model Cities program 
through these ideologies have not analyzed their application at the micro level.48 Additionally, 
dissertations and theses have touched upon these political relationships regarding Model Cities 
but have not examined a smaller, city like Butte which faced impending doom due to the 
increasingly growing Berkeley Pit. Finally, this paper’s inclusion of Butteian voices during 
Model Cities’ tenure further contributes to the political and urban historiography. Oral histories 
of Butteians during Model Cities’ tenure uncover a complex narrative of urban renewal and 
revitalization at the cost of physical and cultural destruction. The Berkeley Pit dominates Butte’s 
historic memory of the second half of the twentieth century, but this paper asks us to remember 
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the largest urban renewal effort in Butte’s history attempted to combat the pit’s destructive 
presence. 
Methodology 
My research is a thematic reconstruction of the Model Cities program in Butte from 
1968-1975. This project examines three key urban renewal and development goals of the 
program: economic development, physical environment, and social services. I tell the story of the 
Butte program through these three themes and explore how its policies changed and developed 
from 1968-1975. The Butte program launched in 1969, three years after President Lyndon 
Johnson’s Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act, later shortened to Model 
Cities, became law. This paper places the program’s beginning in 1968 as Butte’s application 
received the green light and officials started drafting a comprehensive plan for its first year of 
operations in 1969. Butte’s funding covered Model Cities projects up to 1975, and it also 
received additional grants through Planned Variations, a federal expansion of Model Cities, in 
1971 under the Nixon administration.  
The 1968-1975 timeframe encompasses the Butte Model Cities program in its entirety 
and political changes between the outgoing Johnson administration and incoming Nixon 
administration. This is first substantive scholarship to analyze the program and its historical 
actors from beginning to start. Why is Butte’s program historically significant? Where does it fit 
in within other ongoing, transformative events such as the expansion of open-pit mining and the 
Berkeley Pit? This paper grapples with those questions. Other scholars have overlooked the 
program, and this paper argues Model Cities became one of the key urban developments in 






Most essential in examining these themes are primary sources from the archival 
collections at the University of Montana, Montana Historical Society, and the Butte-Silver Bow 
Public Archives. Senator Mike Mansfield’s papers are the most widely consulted from the 
University of Montana’s K. Ross Toole Archives, and contain citizen concerns about the 
program, letters to Butte, and the outline of the Model Cities program. These papers also hold 
comprehensive, yearly plans of the program and its application to become a Model City. Next, 
fellow Montana senator Lee Metcalf’s papers housed at the Montana Historical Society contain 
correspondence and memos from Nixon administration figures like Housing and Urban 
Development Secretary George Romney and offer insight on the administration’s Model City 
expansion, Planned Variations. Finally, the Butte-Silver Bow Public Archives contain oral 
histories of Montana politicians like Arnold Olsen and Mayor Mario Micone and from program 
officials like Don Peoples.  
Because most of these sources can only be found in one of these three repositories—and 
because each archive contains exclusive sources—a paper on the Butte Model Cities program 
would be incomplete without utilizing each. Papers and interviews with Montana politicians like 
Mike Mansfield and Mario Micone explain the role of Montana politics at both the state and 
local level in the Butte Model Cities program. These sources also capture the federal-state 
relationship between Montana politicians and the Nixon administration that made the program 
possible. Additionally, a wide selection of newspaper stories from the Montana Standard and 
Great Falls Tribune gives micro levels of analyses to daily, weekly, and monthly public events 
in Butte missing in politicians’ papers. The variety of these sources continue to raise questions 






Mike Mansfield, often cited as the reason for the Butte program’s existence, became the 
most active player outside of Butte involved with the program from start to finish, and his 
correspondence with constituents and Butte officials show the importance of political influence 
and federal aid in funding the program. The most important sources here are Butte’s application 
to become a Model City and annual comprehensive plans showing the allocation of monies and 
the yearly goals of the program. These sources make it possible to categorize the main focuses of 
the program into three coherent sections—economic development, physical environment, and 
social services—and track their yearly developments. Additionally, the many constituent letters 
of Butte citizens writing to Mansfield regarding their concerns with the program see their first 
significant, scholarly use in this paper. This source base works because the comprehensive plans 
and numbers-based reports are balanced out by the narratives and memories of the program’s 
initiatives found in constituent letters. 
While Lee Metcalf’s papers at the Montana Historical Society provide additional 
constituent perspectives on the Model Cities program, they most importantly contain 
correspondence with federal officials and insight into federal decision-making regarding Model 
Cities. George Romney’s correspondence with Mansfield and Metcalf show strong support for 
the Butte program despite Richard Nixon’s lack of attention towards Model Cities. Due to 
Romney, Butte received the Planned Variations expansion of Model Cities. One of the few cities 
to receive this expansion, Planned Variations kept the Butte program alive. These sources have 
especially avoided excavation by historians, as the few that have written on the Butte program 
hardly mention Romney and the Nixon administration. These sources have similar strengths and 
weaknesses as the Mansfield papers, except for a slightly less local focus due to the attention to 






  The Butte-Silver Bow Public Archives’ oral histories of Mario Micone, and his staff are 
also vital. These oral histories display the commitment of Micone and his staff to keep the 
program going despite citizen backlash, and fear of losing federal funding. The interviews also 
capture Micone’s and Olsen’s optimistic sentiments on the Butte program’s legacy and, in their 
eyes, its succeses. These interviews paint Micone, Director of the Butte program James Murphy, 
and his successor, Don Peoples as the primary, on-the-ground figures responsible for Model 
Cities’ successes and failures. Additionally, this archives’ collection of newspaper clippings has 
largely gone unexamined until now. Finally, the interviews with Micone and his staff provide 
positive recounts of the Model Cites, and these can be juxtaposed with constituent letters 
attacking the program.  
This paper excavates the story of the Butte Model Cities program through these three 
archival repositories. Mike Mansfield’s papers introduce Butte’s background and reasons for 
applying to the Model Cities program while also capturing the impact of state politics in securing 
Butte’s place in the program. Mansfield’s and Lee Metcalf’s correspondence cover the federal 
decisions of the Nixon administration that kept the program funded. Meanwhile, oral histories of 
Butte figures describe the local politics of Model Cities and the legacy of the program. Covering 
politics at the local, state, and federal level allows for the most coherent and complete analysis. 
While sources from each of these repositories have been used in the scarce scholarship on the 
Butte program, never have they been equally utilized to examine the entire program. Due to the 
lack of source material, this paper does not widely examine statewide responses to the Butte 
program outside of several Montana politicians. Additionally, while Helena, Montana also 
became a Model City and there are sources on its program in Mansfield’s papers, this paper will 






scholarly attention, but each city’s program should be examined individually first. Finally, this 
paper does not engage with oral histories outside of the local and state politicians involved with 
the program. Because Model Cities is still a relatively recent memory, it is my intention to one 
day conduct oral histories of Butteians who lived through this time period.  
Economic Development 
   The first step in recreating Butte needed to address the systemic issues wounding Butte’s 
economy. “...it is only in times of stress, such as the strike which we are now experiencing, that 
we are recognized as the economic stabilizers of the State, and only then is it acknowledged that 
when Butte’s economy is ‘down’, that of the state is likewise adversely affected.”49 This quote 
from a Butteian couple aptly described not only how Butte’s economy suffered from the collapse 
of the mining industry, but how the state of Montana marginalized the richest hill on earth as 
nothing more as a resource extraction pit. The 1967-68 strike in Butte, the longest in the state’s 
history, exacerbated economic depression, but Butte’s problems are historic. Mining dominated 
almost all aspects of life in Butte, especially city-planning. Historically, the city lacked urban 
planning. Butte built streets and neighborhoods with the sole goal of ensuring miners could walk 
to work. In addition to the expansion of mining that devoured neighborhoods, this also separated 
miners from the city.  
The economic development portion of Model Cities had the primary goal of not only 
saving Butte’s economy but once again making Butte an economic powerhouse. However, once 
a great economic contributor to the state, the first comprehensive Model Cities plan identified the 
Anaconda Mining Company as the main contributor to Butte’s economic woes. In switching to 
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automated technology that led to “the near extinction of the Butte miner,” the Anaconda Mining 
Co. proved the Butte economy needed diversification. Model Cities hoped to find new careers 
for miners in factories, ports, and as business owners in the heart of Butte’s urban center. The 
drafters of this plan saw this economic diversification as a means of restoring Butte pride but 
also reinventing Butte by cutting off its reliance on mining and Anaconda.50  
The first year of Model Cities allowed cities to designate a “Model Neighborhood” for 
urban and economic rehabilitation. In its 1967 Model Cities application, Butte’s Model 
Neighborhood started in northern Butte close to the town of Walkerville and expanded south into 
the heart and most urban area of the city. The oldest and poorest region of the city, the Model 
City program sought to address the economic downturn by integrating the area’s indigent regions 
with the rest of the city. Only by addressing the needs of its most overlooked citizens–the miners 
and their families who labored to give the richest hill on earth its name–could the Model Cities 
program succeed.51  
 In its efforts to reinvigorate Butte’s economy, the Model City program reflected a shift in 
Butte’s attitudes towards the federal government and the Anaconda Mining Company. 
“Cooperation and harmony [towards government] might be labeled the principle stones in the 
foundation of the Model Cities program,” said the Montana Standard in 1968.52 Butteians 
became more accepting of federal aid when they believed the company’s decisions to be 
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disastrous to the city. In a sense, the historic 1967-68 labor strike53 led by Butte miners against 
the Anaconda Mining Company signified a paradigm shift in Butteians being more willing to 
side against the industrial conglomerate and not only seek federal aid but take direct action. This 
shift became clearer in 1964 when President Johnson announced the establishment of a task force 
in Anaconda, Montana. Following a large increase in unemployment in Anaconda due to the 
establishment of automated smelting facilities in Butte, LBJ dispatched the Labor and Health, 
Education, and Welfare Secretaries to Anaconda. This task force “established manpower and 
retraining programs, provided counseling and job placement services to unemployed workers, 
and coordinated federal activities with the state and local governments.”54 While Butte relied on 
the Anaconda Mining Company for years and many strikes had occurred in Butte in the past, the 
failing mining industry and the company’s unwise economic choices resulted in Butte’s breaking 
point. The 1967-68 strike resulted in a federal settlement, but rather than let the federal 
government or the Anaconda Mining Company be the ultimate arbitrator in future decisions, 
Butte sought to have the final say in shaping its future. 
It is important to note Butteians’ hopes for the program grew after the federal government 
approved Butte’s application. The application arose in May 1967 during the 1967-68 strike, and 
by the time Butte wrote its first comprehensive plan for the program in February 1969 the 
strike’s most damaging effects hastened the need for a successful economic revitalization plan. 
The strike cost 23% of the cities’ workers their jobs, and the Anaconda Mining Company–still a 
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primary source of income to many Butteians–lost seventeen hundred workers.55 Still, while 
Butteians saw hope in the program, they kept their guard up. The first comprehensive plan for 
the program even acknowledged that convincing most of the population the program could save 
Butte would prove difficult. Five hundred Butteians of varying backgrounds helped compile this 
first-year comprehensive plan for eight months without knowing if the program could succeed. 
Despite being a federal program that “promised to cure too many problems,” Model Cities had 
the potential to save their city as the Anaconda Mining Company’s attempts to revitalize the 
economy did not promise anything new. While these concerns are valid, the community 
involvement in creating this plan alone should be recognized.56 With their economy and the land 
around them literally crumbling, Butte gave it a shot. 
In fulfilling its goal of reconnecting the Model Neighborhood with the rest of Butte, the 
first comprehensive plan focused on replacing the jobs lost during the 1967-68 strike. With the 
mining industry’s future uncertain, the Model Cities program looked to modernizing Butte’s 
economy. In addition to supplying immediate public works jobs–which would also hope to 
achieve Butte’s other goals in the fields of physical environment and social services–the Model 
Cities program initiated the Local Development Corporation (LDC) to focus on long-term 
economic projects. While hoping to finance a variety of industries, the LDCs oversaw the 
construction of an industrial park. Later known as the Porte of Butte, the massive industrial plant 
better connected Butte with cities like Seattle to bring much-needed business to Butte.57  
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The diversification of Butte’s economy remains one of the program’s most important 
legacies. Just as Butte sought to unite the city’s population, the Model Cities program had 
ambitious goals to reintegrate Butte with the rest of the state and nation-wide industries. While 
Butte did have access to the rest of the state, Butte officials argued Montana itself suffered from 
industrial isolation. Montana found great success in the metals mining industry in World War II, 
but the business steadily declined as the rest of the country became less reliant on Montana. 
Being one of the primary sources for rich metals, Butte’s suffering meant the whole state 
suffered. But whereas other urban areas like Missoula did not have the same industrial 
background, Butte suffered the most and deteriorated further as the rest of the state attempted to 
modernize its businesses. Model Cities opened an opportunity for Butte to potentially reclaim its 
status as Montana’s breadwinner and set an example for the rest of the state on how Montana 
could end its economic isolation.58  
A key figure in attempting to achieve this goal emerged in 1969. Running a platform of 
anti-corruption and a hardy, yet professional image, Mario Micone defeated incumbent Mayor 
Tom Powers for the office of Mayor of Butte. Micone campaigned on the idea that Butte could 
be cleaned up (both physically and politically), be given a positive image, and Model Cities 
could be used to achieve the goal of changing Butteians’ attitudes toward the federal 
government. Figures who worked with Micone, such as Don Peoples–who later lead the program 
and succeed Micone as mayor–believed Micone and the program developed a “can-do” attitude 
in Butte. Micone believes the development of the Local Development Corporation, an industrial 
park, and the Port of Butte remain the program’s great economic accomplishments in 
                                                        






diversifying the economy.59 Indeed, the program took off and become the first industrial space in 
Butte to receive foreign goods. Most importantly, the port allowed Butteians to be proud their 
city not only provided jobs but contributed to the well-being of its people. The port signified the 
program’s desire to bring an “uptown” and modern feel to the outskirts of Butte.60 While Butte 
had much to be proud of in the economic reforms initiated by Model Cities, its people saw 
cultural destruction in other forms.  
Physical Environment and Housing 
“As Butte spills over its famous hill and spreads into the flats around it, even more new 
streets, storm sewers, curbings and street lighting must be constructed. Butte cannot grow 
properly unless it becomes the sum of all its parts.”61 While the flatlining economy gave 
Montanans a reason to spite Butte, its environmental damages and the dilapidated infrastructure 
supplied the nation an image of a place to avoid. The above quote from the Montana Standard 
illustrated the dire need for the city’s most neglected people and houses to receive ample care. 
The 1967 Model Cities application reported 65% of houses in the Model Neighborhood zone as 
substandard. “Physical improvements in the Model City Demonstration area are an absolute 
necessity if the goal of making human existence possible for the people in the community is to 
be attained,” said the writers of the program’s first comprehensive plan.62  
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The physical environment goals of the Model Cities program primarily sought to save 
Butte from physical destruction while also overhauling Butte’s infrastructure to make it an 
attractive metropolis. This plan worked in conjunction with the economic development goals in 
developing the land around Butte’s urban business center. While much of this plan remained 
dependent on the ever-expanding Berkeley Pit’s uncertain future, it also sought to create 
awareness on environmental hazards like the pit. In attempting to forge this new Butte, however, 
the program extensively targeted old buildings to make room for modern infrastructure and 
housing. While seeking to prevent wide-scale destruction, the Model Cities program nonetheless 
engaged in demolition with the hope the new, beautified Butte would install Butteians once again 
with pride.63  
The expansion of open-pit mining in Butte marked difficult challenges for the 
environmental goals of Model Cities. By 1969 the Berkeley Pit proved to be a threat to the well-
being of the public. Having already swallowed three schools, over a thousand housing units–with 
many more at risk–and only two blocks away from Butte’s central business district, the pit on 
average erased seven million tons of the richest hill’s earth every month. “Today there can be no 
such compromises between mining and a living environment” declared the writers of the first 
Butte Model Cities comprehensive plan.64 Even further, as Butte’s environment and economy 
deteriorated, so did the city’s reputation and image. Butte’s reputation still suffers in the twenty-
first century. Fritz Daily, a Butteian who served in the Montana State Legislature from 1979-
1995, claims there is an “anti-Butte philosophy and attitude” in Montana seen even in sporting 
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events. “Dirty water, dirty water… clean your pit, clean your pit!” are common insults thrown at 
Butteian teams according to Daily.65 While seemingly just playground insults, the disparaging 
words represent a stigma around Butte’s Berkeley Pit and environmental woes. However, Butte’s 
poor image is due to more than just the pit. In addition to a crumbling economy the state had 
come to rely on–therefore giving Montanans an excuse to blame Butte for the state’s economic 
struggles–the substandard, withering housing units around the Berkeley Pit gave the state a 
negative image of the city. A precursor to the toxic Berkeley Pit in the later twentieth century, 
the view of Butte as an economic and physical dump became the author of much of the city’s 
pain.   
The physical environmental goals posed the greatest problems for the Butte Model Cities 
program. While Butteians became more likely to act against the Anaconda Mining Company, 
Anaconda remained one of the largest sources of employment in Butte and the company still 
wielded enough power to resume the expansion of the Berkeley Pit. This put the first 
comprehensive Model Cities plan for the physical environment in “limbo.” The program needed 
to first achieve economic successes to illustrate to Butteians that Model Cities remained the best 
option for a healthy, prosperous Butte.66 
Despite Butte’s disastrous environmental woes being the most difficult issue to solve due 
to the Anaconda Mining Company’s interference, Butte made significant progress in addressing 
them in the later years of the program. Whereas the first year of Model Cities set goals to create 
an “efficient and visually attractive environment” and creating “safe and sound” housing units, 
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the second-year program in 1970 set more ambitious goals. The most important, the 
establishment of City-County Comprehensive Planning, sought to address one of Butte’s long-
neglected issues: the absence of long-term urban planning. This project encompassed nearly 
every physical environment and housing goal of the second-year plan.67    
Urban beautification proved to be another essential goal of the Model Cities program. 
Under this project, the most consequential sub-projects—demolition teams, neighborhood parks, 
and the street and sewer improvement program—saw implementation. Whereas the construction 
of parks, streets and sewers focused on creating an efficient, beautified appearance to the poorest 
parts of the Model Neighborhood through creation, demolition sought to beautify Butte through 
destruction. The demolition of substandard houses occupied most of this program’s attention and 
remains the most controversial legacy of the Butte program.  
On one hand, the program meant well by hoping to destroy hazardous, substandard 
houses of the city’s poorest inhabitants by replacing them with newer, stable ones. But this 
created the additional problem of relocation. While constituent letters to Montana Senators Mike 
Mansfield and Lee Metcalf generally supported the Model Cities program, the demolition project 
did not receive such praise. It proved to be the most ill-received project of the program. Some 
constituents argued the relocation project did not seek the approval of the populace of Butte and 
endangered the people it tried to aid the most when relocated elderly couples reportedly moved 
into fire hazards.68 Additionally, Model City’s efforts became so focused on the popular senior 
citizen programs that it threatened Butte’s healthcare system by proposing to combine two of 
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Butte’s hospitals to make a senior citizen center.69 Additionally, archivists from the University of 
Montana and the Montana Historical Society contacted the programs’ officials, worried their 
demolition carelessly destroyed historical artifacts.70 However, the negative reception to the 
demolition projects also show how Butteians became more active in reshaping their 
communities. For example, numerous churches offered detailed plans to relocate displaced 
citizens and wrote often to Senators Mansfield and Metcalf. Indeed, Micone and his team 
considered the increased community involvement one of the program’s greatest successes.71  
By 1972, Micone, program officials, and some of the public feared Model Cities funding 
may expire. “I feel this program has been very beneficial to the community and will be a great 
loss if not refunded. Please support the Model City program and any legislation that will provide 
more funds for this program” a concerned Butteian wrote in 1974.72 However, the Butte program 
benefitted under Richard Nixon’s New Federalism ideology that sought to devolve federal power 
and increase state and local autonomy.73 Thanks to Nixon’s Housing and Urban Development 
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Secretary, George Romney74, Butte saw an annual increase in funding from $1.5 million, to $3.2 
million and became part of a Model Cities extension called Planned Variations.75 One of only 
twenty cities to be included in the Planned Variations extension, and one of the smallest cities in 
terms of population to make the cut, Butte’s inclusion meant despite Nixon’s hands-off approach 
to city affairs it continued to receive federal assistance.76 The extension enhanced the power of 
the local chief executive in city-planning and management, increased the Model Neighborhood 
area to include the entire city, and reduced federal oversight of the individual programs.77 While 
Nixon’s New Federalism did not have the same vision of LBJ’s liberal Great Society, the 
extension allowed officials like Micone and James Murphy to continue their vision of destroying 
the past Butte to make a new one. But this came at the cost of increasing the reach of the 
program’s demolition program. As the program’s staff found hope in the increased lifespan of 
the program, Butteians worried Micone’s vision threatened the pride and independence of Butte. 
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The demolition project signified the controversial goal of the Model Cities program to 
modernize and bring Butte out of the past. Whereas some Butteians wanted to see Butte brought 
back to its glory days without completely overhauling their way of life, Model Cities officials 
like Murphy wanted to see a prosperous Butte emerge through a total environmental 
transformation. But in many ways, many Butteians saw this goal as insensitive. In 1973, as 
demolition continued to level historical structures, Butte lost one of its most historic symbols. 
The Columbia Gardens, the state’s sole amusement park opened in 1899 and owned by the 
Anaconda Mining Company, shut down to make way for the company’s encroaching Berkeley 
Pit. Shortly after its closure, a fire destroyed the historic park. An official report concluded an 
electric transformer started the fire, but many Butteians believed the company itself started the 
fire to quickly repurpose it for mining.78 One of its only leisurely attractions, the loss of the 
gardens devastated Butteians who already grieved over full-scale destruction of their community. 
Constructed by immigrant workers hired by the Anaconda Company, the gardens, argued Butte 
author and photographer Scott Brim, united generations of Butteians.79 Further, the garden’s ties 
to Butte’s industrial mining legacy made it one of the most important sources of Butteian pride.  
Irreplaceable to Butte, an attempted revival of the gardens called “Columbia Gardens II,” 
in the 1980s failed to recapture the magic of its predecessor.80 The nostalgia for this symbol of 
Butteian pride is still evident when the “Spirit of Columbia Gardens Carousel,” opened in 2018, 
acknowledged the inability to construct a new symbol and instead paid homage to the garden’s 
spirit. Butteians spent twenty-two years fundraising and laboring to construct the single 
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carousel.81 “The journey was so long, many of the original carvers and carousel workers won’t 
hear its music or see the horses dance in all their splendid colors. Not in person, anyway. 
They’ve passed away,” said the carousel’s website.82 The inability to move on from the iconic 
Columbia Gardens reinforces the notion that like the countless demolish buildings, Butte cannot 
escape its destroyed relics of the past. Instead of moving on from the gardens, Butte has chosen 
to hold onto its pride and reject any replacement title. One Butteian woman, in a tribute called 
“The Last of the Nickel Days,” described her visit to the decimated gardens in 1973: “The flag is 
limp, as the lonesome sound of the carrousel carries the strains of ‘Merry Oldsmobile’ across the 
Gardens. Its like saying goodby [sic] and knowing its for the very last time.”83                                                           
The demolition projects remain one of Model Cities’ weak points. By December 31, 
1974, the Butte Chamber of Commerce reported that the Model Cities program demolished over 
six hundred “dilapidated” buildings while erecting over four hundred units of government 
subsidized housing. The withering Pythian Castle, a fraternal society lodge constructed in 1900, 
became a victim of the demolition program’s hit list in 1970. Not even Butte’s scandalous red-
light district where miners enjoyed leisure after a long, dangerous day of work survived the 
demolition program’s purge of historic and cultural icons.84 These demolitions further signify the 
program’s desire to destroy an unsustainable culture in Butte and replace it with a more modern 
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one. However, this widespread destruction sparked community activism and is the program’s 
most important contribution of the physical environment and housing goals. The program hired 
citizens to work in its cleanup and urban renewal projects, which taught the community the steps 
necessary to create a safer environment.  
Social Services 
In addition to supplementing the economy with new jobs, the Butteians who cleaned up 
the city under the Model Cities program saw firsthand the need for social services to treat the 
people who had suffered from environmental mismanagement. Of the four urban counties in  
Montana, Butte ranked highest in unemployment, health issues, need for welfare, and the lowest 
median income. Butte simply lacked in providing adequate social services to its people. The first 
comprehensive plan attributes this to its mining culture. While at first glance mining proved only 
toxic to the welfare of its people through the poor working conditions and smog produced, 
mining also demonstrated a toxic attitude towards social services. Due to the independent, hard-
working nature of mining, Butteians rejected most social services in fear of forming dependence 
on them. Many believed they could only rely on themselves, and as Montanans outside of Butte 
mocked the crumbling richest hill on earth, their independence and pride amplified.85 This 
proved incredibly problematic, as mining also exacerbated health issues when miners refused to 
seek medical assistance. Further, because of Butte’s independence, the city lacked adequate 
welfare and medical staffing. Finally, for a city plagued by alcoholism, Butte historically lacked 
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counseling and mental health services.86 In order for Butte to become a model city, the physical 
and mental health of its people could not be sacrificed in the name of pride.  
 Butte Model Cities program leaders’ social service goals aimed first and foremost to 
provide adequate care towards Butte’s populace. Access to education, health services, welfare 
services became the primary means of achieving that goal. Additionally, the program sought to 
change the Butteian culture around social aid. Planners of the Model City program believed 
Butteians only accepted social aid out of desperation because many of them viewed the city as a 
“frontier society in which the basic problem is that of physical survival.” Buttieans could only 
rely on themselves and their small circles of friends and families. In the event of no community 
assistance, “one must bear up under his fate and live with it.”87 In changing this culture, 
providing welfare without calling it welfare proved to be the most significant challenge.88  
Model Cities came to Butte in a time of great need of these services. In 1969, in terms of 
healthcare, Butte had 0.7 doctors per every 1,000 residents–one of the lowest ratios in the state– 
no neurosurgeons, one pediatrician, two obstetricians, no alcoholism treatment centers, and 
overall a poor understanding of basic health procedures. The desire to treat these health issues 
are also directly linked with the program’s goals of providing safer housing and minimizing the 
damage of the Berkeley Pit. Further, Butte lacked the proper health infrastructure to assist the 
3,500 senior citizens–double the number of a typical urban population–who lived in the Model 
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Neighborhood area.89 Additionally, in 1970, Butte had twice as many persons sixty-five years 
old or older than it did in 1930 despite losing half the total city population between these years.90 
Butte did not even have a senior citizen’s center. The senior citizen’s center became one of the 
most desired programs desired not only by Butte officials, but by the general population. This 
represents a willingness of the Butte to take better care of its people. While Butteians still 
remained cautious of social services, the senior citizens program marked an important step 
forward in the city’s desire in creating a healthier urban environment.91  
Education marked another area in which Butteians demonstrated a shift in attitudes 
regarding social services. The first year comprehensive plan outlined five major educational 
issues raised by the populace: (1) lack of pre-school preparation, (2) a large number of students 
fall several years behind in their studies (especially in the Model Neighborhood), (3) Butte’s 
high number of high school dropouts (72% of which are from the Model Neighborhood zone), 
(4) over 35% of Butte’s population have an eighth grade education or less with few chances to 
continue, and (5) only 35% of Butte’s high school graduates enroll in college.92 Additionally, the 
comprehensive program plan articulated that due to the economic downturn, schools lacked 
access to adequate funding to address these issues. One initiative of the education component of 
the Model City program sought to construct schools to replace the ones being swallowed by the 
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Berkeley Pit. One such school, the Margaret Leary Elementary School, built by the program and 
opened in 1974 and remains standing today.93 
The enthusiasm and public input on the issues of education and senior citizen care 
illustrate Butteians support of social services to aid its most needy residents: children and the 
elderly. Indeed, the program’s funded schools and senior citizen centers are among the most 
important infrastructural legacies of the program.94 In allowing the protection of its most 
vulnerable people, Butte made a significant step forward in modernization. However, Butte 
remained skeptical of federal aid, and issues such as alcoholism continue to plague the 
community.95 While still worrying of becoming too dependent on social services, these 
educational and senior citizen programs became among the first social services Butteians 
believed could provide the city with a better, safer future. 
Conclusion 
“They say, what did Model Cities leave Butte? You look at the legacy in Helena – a 
downtown mall, and buildings. In Butte, it wasn’t heavy brick and mortar projects. But 
there are programs that have survived.” 
–Mario Micone, January 5, 198796 
Many Butteian public figures overall speak with pride about the Butte Model Cities 
program. Mayor Mario Micone believed the program to be a key aspect of his leadership and a 
true illustration of the “can-do” attitude of Butte. “Montanans resent Butte for the way Butte gets 
it done,” said Rick Foote, a native Butteian and former Montana Standard editor who covered 
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much of the program’s implementation.97 Congressman Arnold Olsen, who served Montana’s 
now-defunct 1st Congressional District from 1961-1971 and had grown up in Butte, when asked 
about the program proudly stated “I’m the guy who got it.”98 Other Butteians like Don Peoples 
and Micone instead believe Mike Mansfield had labored on Butte’s behalf to ensure the program 
would see daylight, arguing there would be no be no Model Cities at all unless Butte made the 
cut. Micone and Peoples further believed Butte’s program in no way qualified for a Planned 
Variations extension of the program under the Nixon administration and only because of 
Mansfield and the hard work of Butteians did Butte make the cut.99 Butteian pride to see a 
prosperous and transformed Butte increased the program’s lifespan. 
The Butte Model Cities program still has a mixed legacy. Its attempts to “drag” Butte into 
the twentieth century succeeded in bringing modern infrastructure and social programs to Butte 
but failed to reshape Butte’s culture and pride. While the program helped spark community 
activism and awareness towards issues such as the Berkeley Pit, Butte’s resistant mining culture 
and pride remained strong. The destruction of Butte’s physical environment through the 
demolition projects is the most controversial and negative legacy of the program, as it 
contributed to the ongoing damage dealt by the Berkeley Pit and the cultural landmarks burned 
down by rampant fires. Nonetheless, through creation and destruction, the Butte Model Cities 
program is the most significant urban renewal effort in Butte’s history. 
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